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MAY IT PLEASE THE PANEL: 

 

1. This memorandum is filed on behalf the Christchurch City Council (Council) in 

relation the Commercial and Industrial (Stage 2) and Residential (Stage 2)  

Proposals. 

 

2. The purpose of this memorandum is to clarify the Council's position on the 

recommended zoning of land in New Brighton that has arisen due to an 

inconsistency in the Council's evidence. 

 

Background 

 

3. John Simpson, on behalf of the Maerewhenua Trust, lodged a submission in 

two parts on the Residential and Commercial (Stage 2) Proposals of the 

proposed Replacement District Plan (pRDP).  The first part sought that the 

proposed Residential Suburban Density Transition zone (RSDT) does not 

apply to 99 Seaview Road and that the boundary between commercial and 

residential zones be drawn along either the boundary of 99 Seaview Road and 

56 Beresford Street (Option 1)
1
, or between 56 Beresford Street and 101 

Seaview Road (Option 2)
2
 (#2195.1 to 2195.3).  

 

4. The second part of the submission sought that the car parking area on the 

south west corner of the intersection of Beresford Street and Union Street (53 

to 61 Beresford Street) not be included in the RSDT zone (2195.4 to 2195.5).  

This area is shown in red cross-hatching on the map annexed as Attachment 

C. 

 

5. Ms Oliver considered this submission in her evidence in chief for the 

Residential (Stage 2) Proposal.
3
  Under ‘Site Specific Submission’ on 83 of 

Appendix B, the evidence refers to 53 to 61 Beresford Street, being the land 

that is the subject of the second part of the submission (2195.3 to 2195.5).  

However, we understand that the commentary on the submission point is 

intended to be in respect of 99 Seaview Road and reflects a meeting with Mr 

                                                   
1
 Described for ease of reference as Option 1 which would mean that the Commercial Core zone west of Union 

Street is limited to 99 Seaview Road, being the area indicated on the map appended as Attachment C with blue 
diagonal lines 
2
 Described for ease of reference as Option 2, which would mean the Commercial Core zone includes 99 Seaview 

Road  and 56 Beresford Street, being the areas shaded with blue diagonal lines (99 Seaview Road) and red 
diagonal lines (56 Beresford Street). 
3
 Sarah Oliver second statement of evidence, Residential (Stage 2) hearing, Appendix B, page 83. 
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Simpson prior to evidence being filed for the Commercial hearing.  The 

reasons for recommending acceptance of the relief reflect this in stating 

“Inclusion of the subject land also provides a continuation of the western 

boundary to the commercial core zone as notified north of Brighton Mall [sic] 

and recognises the environment either side of Union Street which forms an 

integral part of the existing centre."  The relevant excerpt from Ms Oliver's 

evidence is attached as Attachment A. 

 

6. The Accept/Reject Table accompanying Ms Oliver’s evidence (Attachment C of 

that evidence) recommends Mr Simpson's submission point for commercial 

zoning is accepted in respect of 99 Seaview Road (page 237). The second 

option described in paragraph 3 above of extending the zone boundary to 

include 99 Seaview Road and 56 Beresford Street in the Commercial Core 

zone is also referenced in the same row, which Ms Oliver recommends be 

accepted.  (99 Seaview Road is shaded with blue diagonal lines on Attachment 

C and 56 Beresford Street is shaded with red diagonal lines on the same map.) 

 

7. Ms Oliver also recommends the submission point in respect of the land on the 

south west corner of Beresford Street and Union Street is accepted (page 

237).  (The land on the south west corner of Beresford and Union Streets is 

shown with red cross-hatching in Attachment C.)  

8. In his evidence in chief for the Commercial and Industrial (Stage 2) Proposal, 

Mr Stevenson considered a number of submissions seeking a change to 

commercial zoning of land which was notified as residential at New Brighton.  

At paragraph 12.14, he recommended a Commercial Mixed use zoning for all 

of the block of land bounded by Beresford Street, Union Street, Seaview Road 

and Hardy Street as more appropriate in achieving objectives of the plan.  At 

paragraph 8.2(b)(i) of his evidence, he also refers to agreement to the relief 

sought of rezoning land on the western side of Union Street, between Seaview 

Road and Beresford Street, being 99 Seaview Road.  The relevant excerpt 

from Mr Stevenson's evidence is attached as Attachment B. 

 

9. The Accept/Reject table accompanying Mr Stevenson’s evidence (Appendix 5) 

recommended that the submission of Mr Simpson to rezone 99 Seaview Road 

as Commercial Core be accepted.  His Accept/Reject table is however silent 

on the submission point to rezone land on the south west corner of Beresford 

Street and Union Street.  In effect, Mr Stevenson agreed with that part of Ms 

Oliver’s recommendation for 99 Seaview Road to be rezoned as Commercial 
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Core, notwithstanding the inconsistency in his evidence which recommended 

that the block west of Union Street and bounded by Beresford Street, Hardy 

Street and Seaview Road be rezoned Commercial Mixed Use.
4
  

 

10. In terms of the land at 53-61 Beresford Street, Mr Stevenson was silent on the 

request and Ms Oliver recommended that Commercial zoning be accepted.    

 

11. The different areas are shown on the map annexed to this memorandum as 

Attachment C.  

 

Clarification of the Council's position 

 

12. Because of the inconsistencies between Ms Oliver's evidence and 

Mr Stevenson's evidence in respect of the zoning of 99 Seaview Road and 53-

61 Beresford Street, the Council wishes to clarify its position on the zoning of 

that land.  

 

13. The Council's position is that the land at 99 Seaview Road, as marked in blue 

outline on the plan annexed as Attachment C to this memorandum, should be 

zoned Commercial Core for the reasons set out in Ms Oliver’s evidence in 

chief (ie Option 1 as described in paragraph 3, being one of two options sought 

in the submission meaning the site neighbouring 99 Seaview Road to the west 

(56 Beresford Street) is not accepted by the Council for zoning to commercial 

core).  

 

14. In respect of land at 53 to 61 Beresford Street, as marked on Attachment C, 

the Council acknowledges that Ms Oliver’s evidence recommended that land 

be a commercial zoning.  However, the evidence of Mr Heath presented for the 

Commercial Stage 2 hearing provides detailed reasons for a consolidation of 

the commercial zoning at New Brighton.
5
  On this basis, the Council's position 

is that the relief of Mr Simpson should be rejected in respect of 53 to 61 

Beresford Street and it should retain a residential zoning as notified.  

 

15. The Council's final position is also shown on Attachment C, which 

isCommercial Core zoning for those areas annotated with ‘CC’ including 99 

Seaview Road, and Commercial Mixed-use zoning for the balance of the block 

bound by Seaview Road, Hardy Street, Beresford Street and Union Street).  

                                                   
4
 Mark Stevenson evidence, Commercial/Industrial (Stage 2) hearing, paragraph 12.6. 

5
  Tim Heath evidence in chief, Commercial/Industrial (Stage 2) hearing, paras 5.1 and 6.1 to 15.10. 
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DATED this 29
th
 day of April 2016 

 

 
 

___________________________________ 
J G A Winchester / H P Harwood  

Counsel for Christchurch City Council 
 



 

Attachment A: excerpt from Sarah Oliver's second statement of evidence, 
Residential (Stage 2) hearing, Appendix B 
 
Submitter John Simpson [#2195.1]   
 
Site Specific Submission:   
 
53 – 61 Beresford Street, New Brighton  
 
Planning Map 26 
 
Notified Zoning: Residential Suburban Density Transition  
 
Requested Zoning: Commercial  
 
Recommendation: Accept  
 
Reasons for Recommendation: 
 
John Simpson [#2195.1] seeks the rezoning of 53 – 61 Beresford Street, New Brighton, 
to Commercial. The Council has proposed the consolidation of the area zoned for 
commercial activities in New Brighton to support the recovery and growth of the centre 
in the long term. Areas currently zoned Business 2 west of Shaw Avenue, Business 1 
and Business 2P in the operative City Plan are proposed as Residential Suburban 
Density Transition in the proposed Replacement District Plan  
Submissions

6
 have sought a change from the notified zoning as residential to 

Commercial Core, seeking retention of a business zoning. I understand that this 
property is currently used for commercial activities, including a bank and youth hostel.   
Council, as part of the Stage 2 Commercial Chapter 15, has been in discussions with 
this submitter and have agreed to the rezoning of this land as Commercial Core. This is 
to recognise the existing uses on the site and as the site is contiguous with the notified 
Commercial Core Zone. Inclusion of the subject land also provides a continuation of the 
western boundary to the commercial core zone as notified north of Brighton mall and 
recognises the environment either side of Union Street which forms an integral part of 
the existing centre. The inclusion of the subject land provides for a strong north south 
link through the commercial area, sheltered from the easterly. 
There are no issues in terms of infrastructure services. 
I therefore accept the relief sought by the submitter.   
 
 

                                                   
6
  Julian Sanderson, #2045.3; Every Import Ltd, #2052.3; Geoffrey Childers Saunders on behalf of Reginald 

Ronald James Storer and Geoffrey Childers Saunders as Trustees of The Storer Family Trust, #2138; 
John Simpson on behalf of The Maerewhenua Trust #2195.3. 



 

Attachment B: excerpt from Mark Stevenson evidence, Commercial/Industrial 
(Stage 2) hearing 
 

Land between Union Street, Seaview Road, Hardy Street and 

Beresford Street 

 

12.6 Submissions have been received on stage 2 of the review from a 

number of landowners in the area west of Union Street opposed to 

the rezoning.
7 

Pages 78 and 83 of Attachment B to Ms Oliver’s 

evidence considers these requests in the context of the residential 

proposal, which I agree with. The submissions are given further 

consideration below. 

 

12.7 The land currently zoned Business 1 in the operative plan, 

bounded by Union Street, Beresford Street, Hardy Street and 

Seaview Road comprises a mix of  activities, but is entirely in 

business use. Amongst the activities in the block are a car sales 

yard and church. 

 

12.8 Council notified the zoning of the block in question from Business 1 

(Operative zoning) to Residential Suburban Density Transition 

(RSDT) with the expectation that future development is residential in 

nature while also accommodating community facilities as occurs on 

the fringe of other commercial centres. Having regard to the 

Council’s stage 3 proposal, which identifies parts of the block as 

within a ‘High Flood Hazard Management Area’, ‘Coastal Erosion 

Management Area 1' (Western part close to Hardy Street end) and 

'Coastal Inundation Management Area 1', it is not anticipated that 

new buildings will be enabled. This is likely to constrain any 

significant change of land use. 

 

12.9 It is my opinion that the zoning should recognise the existing land 

use of  the block  for business activities, enable continuation of 

those activities and a change in use of existing buildings, while 

directing new retail and office development to a consolidated 

commercial area east of Union Street and Shaw Avenue. The 

options for achieving this are a Commercial Mixed-use zone as 

                                                   
7
  Geofffrey Childers Saunders on behalf of Reginald Ronald James Storer and Geoffrey Childers 

Saunders as Trustees of The Storer Family Trust #2138, p3-4; John Simpson on behalf of The 
Maerewhenua Trust, #2195, p2 
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introduced in stage 1, a Commercial Core zone with specific limits 

on commercial activity, a variant of one or both, and the notified 

proposal for residential zoning. 

 

12.10 Paul Zaneen
8 

considers an additional residential area adjacent to 

the Commercial Core is appropriate with allowance for mixed use 

where appropriate. His view is that to zone the land residential 

would "mitigate the ability to add density." 

 

12.11 I consider that the proposed Commercial Mixed use zone would 

be appropriate in achieving Objective 2 of the Commercial 

proposal
9 

by enabling the efficient use and viability of the 

commercial area east of Union Street (Clause (a)(ii)) and it 

supports a compact urban form (Clause (a)(vi)) and the recovery 

of the centre (Clause (a)(vii). In respect of the subject land, a 

Commercial Mixed use zone would provide for retail and office 

activity in existing buildings but would not facilitate new retail and 

office development. This could however be interpreted as 

inconsistent with Objective 3.3.5 of the Strategic Directions 

chapter in that the zoning would not recognise and provide for 

business activities to establish and prosper. 

 

12.12 A Commercial Core zoning of the block would support Objective 2 

of the Commercial proposal but may not facilitate intensification 

(clause (a)(i), enhance vitality and amenity (clause (a)(viii) or 

support the recovery of the commercial area east of Union Street 

to the same extent. However, this option would be consistent with 

Objective 3.3.2 of minimising consent costs for new development 

in the block, while also contributing to the vitality and amenity of 

the land west of Union Street. 

 

12.13 The notified zoning as residential provides for the consolidation of 

activity in a smaller area while also providing a strong distinction 

between the extent of the centre and the surrounding area. 

However, as discussed above, residential development and a 

change in the nature of activities in the block in question is highly 

unlikely under the stage 3 natural hazards rules (assuming they 

                                                   
8
  Paul Zaneen, #2465, p3 

9
  Commercial proposal attached to closing legal submissions 
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are accepted by the Panel). 

 

12.14 On balance, I consider a Commercial Mixed use zone to be more 

appropriate in achieving the objective for intensification and 

recovery of the centre (Objective 2), and it would provide greater 

clarity (consistent with Objective 3.3.2) in distinguishing the block 

from the adjoining Commercial Core area, which is intended as the 

focus of activity and investment into the future. 

 

12.15 With an amendment to activity P27 (Residential activity) to provide 

for residential activity in the Commercial Mixed use zone at New 

Brighton under rule 15.7.2.2 (of the Commercial proposal attached 

to closing legal submissions on stage 1), the relief of Paul Zaneen 

would also be accepted. This enables a mixed use environment 

while strengthening the core area east of Union Street. In doing 

so, the proposal is consistent with Objective 2 of the Commercial 

proposal. 

 

 
 
 



 

Attachment C: Planning map showing Council position 
 

 




